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Online Safety Tabletop Hopscotch - English

Tabletop Hopscotch
Learn about online safety with this fun game

Tips for safe online marketing of Girl Scout Cookies
Technology is a powerful tool to help girls reach high goals.  Whether younger girls are using Cookie 
Club* to ask for cookie orders, or older girls are using social media sites* to spread the word that It’s 
Cookie Time, it is important that girls market their cookies safely.  Guide girls through this unique game 
of Table Top Safety Hop Scotch. reviewing tips from GSUSA for safe online access along the way.
* Follow GSUSA and council guidelines for online marketing, found in Safety Activity Checkpoints.

Supplies:
This activity can be adjusted to accomodate different size groups, locations or resources.  Designed to allow 
table top play for smaller spaces, it can also be played in the more traditional way, with a floor court, that will keep 
energetic girls active!
 �   Bottle caps - used to make markers.  (One per girl) .
NOTE:  The markers can also be made from one inch diameter clear flat marbles and posterboard.
 �   Cookie Character Clip Art - used to decorate markers.  (One character per girl).
 �   Glue, scissors (and pencils IF you are making the markers from flat marbles).
 �   Posterboard and marker, OR white board and dry erase marker.
NOTE:  If you decide to play with a full sized floor court, you will need painters tape or chalk to mark or draw the 
court on indoor floor/carpet, or asphalt/cement respectively.
 �   A couple sets of Girl Scout Internet Safety Pledge Cards (below) 
�   Girl Scout Internet Safety Pledge copies.  (One per girl).

Girls learn the importance of online safety, when they participate in this hopping fun game!
 

Set-up:  
 �   Set up one table with the supplies and space girls will need to make their markers.
 �   Set-up a second table for the hopscotch game.  Place the poster board OR white
        board on the table.
 �   Set out the safety pledge cards and the safety pledges on the hopscotch table.
 �   Draw the hopscotch court on the poster board or white board per the diagram to the right.  
Or modify it, if you prefer, to your own layout.
NOTE:  If you are using a full size floor court, outline the court in painters tape, or draw it in chalk.

Hopscotch is a game that has been around for 
over 300 years and is a favorite of children around 
the world. The word hopscotch means "hop-
scratch," since players sometimes scratch the 
court into dirt or slate on the ground, and then play 
by hopping over the scratched lines. Players use 
objects as markers, which are rolled onto the court 
into numbered squares, in sequential order.  
Players hop across the court, avoiding landing on 
the square that holds their marker.

START
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 �  Enlist a teen volunter to help read for non-readers.
 �  To speed up reading, suggest that girls read only the underlined words on the cards.
 �  Give each girl a copy of the full Internet Safety Pledge after she completes her turn.

How to make markers with bottle caps:
 �   Invite girls to select a character circle and a bottle cap.
 �   Cut out the character circle.
 �   Secure the character circle to the center of the bottle cap.  (Use glue 
for paper circles, or peel and stick if printed as stickers).

How to make markers with flat marbles:
 �   Invite girls to select a character circle and a marble
 �   Cut out the character circle
 �   Trace the marble onto a small piece of poster board and cut it out
 �   Secure the character circle to the top of the piece of posterboard.  
 �   Put some clear drying school glue on top of the character circle, and place the 
flat side of the marble on top of the character circle, so that the picture of the 
character shows through the clear marble.

How to Play
Below are different variations for playing the game.  Select the one that best suits your 
group size, time allotment and age level, or create your own variation.

How to Play
Large Group - Challenging
 �    Invite girls to place their marker in the START circle
 �    Allow girl to draw a card from the stack of Internet Safety Tip cards, and read the card aloud, 
noting the number on the card.
 �   Using fingers, either “flick” or push the marker, trying to land in the numbered square that 
corresponds to the card she selected.  Allow girls up to 3 trys to land in a numbered square. If she 
lands in the correct square, she gets to hopscotch down the court with her fingers.  If she lands 
correctly on her first try, she gets to take a second turn.

How to Play
Large Group - Easy
�    Place a stack of Internet Safety Tip cards at the end of the  hopscotch court.
�   Invite girls to place their marker in the START circle
 �   Using fingers, either “flick” or push the marker, trying to land in one of the numbers.  Allow 
girls up to 3 trys to land in a numbered square.  If she does not land on a number after the third 
try, help her place her marker in the closest square to her marker.
 �    Allow girl time to “hopscotch” down the board with her fingers, picking up an Internet Safety 
Tip card from the stack when she reaches the end.  Invite her to read it.
 �   Alternatively you  could hand the girl the numbered safety tip card to read that corresponds 
to the number where her marker is.

How to Play
Small Group - Traditional Play - for longer time periods.
 �   Play a more traditional game of hopscotch, with a floor court. Place cards at end of court.
 �   Form teams of 3 to 6 girls per court.
 �   Girls take turns rolling/pushing their markers onto the court (the heavier marble markers may work 
better for the floor courts).
 �    Instead of each girl sequencing through the numbers individually, the team takes turn sequencing 
through the numbers.  As a girl lands on a number, she hops to the end, picks up that card and reads it 

If your white board has a 
pen tray, position it to the 
back of the court to act as 

a backstop



 

    

 

         

                     

                       

                           

   

                           

                              

                                 

                           

   

 

         

         

          

  

         

         

          

  

         

         

          

  

         

         

          

  

         

         

          

  

         

         

          

  

Cookie Character Clip Art for Tabletop Hopscotch Markers
These can be printed on regular paper and then glued inside the bottle caps, or if you prefer, they can be printed on adhesive 

backed paper or sticky address labels so that girls can stick them inside the bottle caps without the need for glue.
IMPORTANT:  These circles are sized to fit many bottle caps.  However, some bottle caps have an additional ring nside the cap, 
makng the area inside smaller.  Check your bottle caps for size, and if needed, reduce the size of these circles before printing.



Girl Scout Internet Safety Pledge* 
for All Girl Scouts

•     I will not give out personal information such as my address, telephone number(s), parent's 
or guardians' work address/telephone number(s), and the name and location of my school 
without the permission of my parent or guardian.
•    I will tell an adult right away if I come across or receive any information that makes me feel 
uncomfortable.
•    I will always follow the rules of Internet sites, including those rules that are based on age of 
use, parental approval and knowledge, and public laws.
•    I will never agree to get together with someone I "meet" online without first checking with my 
parents or guardians. If my parents or guardian agree to a meeting, I will arrange it in a public 
place and bring a parent or guardian along.
•    I will never send a person my picture or anything else without first checking with my parent or 
guardian.
•     I will talk with my parent or guardian so that we can set up rules for going online. We will 
decide on the time of day that I can be online, the length of time that I can be online, and appro-
priate areas for me to visit. I will not access other areas or break these rules without their 
permission.
•     I will not use the Internet to collect money for Girl Scout products, and I will follow all safety 
guidelines related to Girl Scout product sales.
•     I will practice online "netiquette" (good manners) at all times when online. 
       o I won't spam others.
       o I will not bully nor will I tolerate bullying (and I will always tell a trusted adult if this is a 
problem).
       o I won't use bad language.
•     I will be guided by the Girl Scout Promise and Law in all that I do online.

Signed:

Girl Name               Date 

Parent or Guardian             Date 

*The GSUSA Online Safety Pledge is based upon the Online Safety Pledge developed by the National Center for 
Missing and Exploited Children. (Revised 2010)
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